X + Y Scheduling in Pediatric Residency: Continuity, Handoffs, and Trainee Experience.
Many internal medicine residency programs have transitioned to an X + Y clinic schedule, in which weekly continuity clinics are removed and clinic experience is instead condensed into 2-week blocks interspersed throughout the year, but few pediatric training programs have adopted this approach. We initiated X + Y scheduling in the 2015 academic year, with the hypothesis that outpatient continuity could be maintained or improved while inpatient handoffs would be reduced. We also hypothesized that learner experience with X + Y scheduling would be positive. Continuity and handoffs were compared over a 7-month period in 2013 to 2014 and 2015 to 2016. Outpatient continuity was calculated as the proportion of visits in which the patient was seen by the designated primary care provider (PCP). Handoffs were calculated through analysis of the online resident schedule with comparison of weekly totals for all inpatient teams. Resident perceptions were obtained in an online survey of residents who experienced both systems. With X + Y scheduling, overall outpatient continuity improved from 2914 of 9882 (29.5%) of visits seen by a patient's PCP to 3066 of 9769 (31.4%) (P = .004), but preventive visit continuity decreased from 2170 of 4687 (46.2%) to 2025 of 4709 (43%) (P = .001). Inpatient handoffs decreased with X + Y scheduling from 30 to 20 weekly handoffs (P < .001). In total, 85% of residents reported a positive experience with X + Y scheduling. An X + Y scheduling approach in pediatrics is a viable alternative to weekly clinics, resulting in improved learner experience, reductions in inpatient handoffs, and small mixed effects on outpatient continuity.